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March 2004 Quotes 
 
 
"It doesn't hurt to be optimistic. You can always cry later." Lucimar Santos de Lima
 
"Failure is usually the line of least persistence." Wilfred Beaver
 
"Be slow to fall into friendship; but when thou art in, continue firm and constant." Socrates
 
"When you can't solve the problem, manage it." Dr Robert H Schuller
 
"Hating people is like burning down your own house to get rid of a rat." Harry Emerson Fosdick
 
"Never in this world can hatred be stilled by hatred; it will be stilled only by non-
hatred - this is the law Eternal." 

Buddha

 
"Never let yesterday use up today." Richard H Nelson
 
"What a lovely surprise to discover how un-lonely being alone can be." Ellen Burstyn
 
"Our court dockets are so crowded today it would be better to refer to it as the 
overdue process of law." 

Bill Vaughn

 
"Yesterday's errors let yesterday cover." Susan Coolidge
 
"To conquer fear is the beginning of wisdom." Bertrand Russell
 
"Worry often gives a small thing a big shadow." Swedish proverb
 
"Happiness comes uninvited: and the moment that you are conscious that you are 
happy, you are no longer happy." 

J Krishnamurti

 
"I make the most of all that comes and the least of all that goes." Sara Teasdale
 
"A person can grow only as much as his horizon allows." John Powell sj
 
"Each friend represents a world in us, a world possibly not born until they arrive, 
and it is only by this meeting that this new world is born." 

Anais Nin

 
"They are proud in humility, proud in that they are not proud." Robert Burton
 
"Imagination is more important than knowledge." Albert Einstein
 
"To conquer without risk is to triumph without glory." Pierre Corneille
 
"Circumstances alter faces." Carolyn Wells
 
"A woman obsessed with her body is also obsessed with the limitations of her 
emotional life." 

Kim Chernin

 
"Taking joy in life is a woman's best cosmetic." Rosalind Russell
 
"Not seeing is half-believing." Vita Sackville-West
 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." Ruth Ann Schabaker
 
"Greed lessens what is gathered." Arab proverb
 
"Be happy. It's one way of being wise." Colette
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"If it bends, it's funny; if it breaks, it's not funny." Woody Allen
 
"Everything is funny as long as it's happening to someone else." Will Rogers
 
"Everybody likes a kidder, but nobody lends him money." Arthur Miller (Death of a 

Salesman)
 
"When everything has to be right, something isn't." Stanislaw Lec
 
"Happy people plan actions, they don't plan results." Dennis Wholey
 
"All problems become smaller if you don't dodge them, but confront them." William F Halsey
 


